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. new President Trump
The 2016 election cycle has finished, and our
will be inaugurated at about the time this newsletter arrives in the
mail. As the year 2017 gets underway, advocates for universal
health coverage in the U.S. need to analyze the campaign and
election results, and develop strategies to be more effective in
mobilizing support as we go forward. Some thoughts:
1. Bernie Sanders’ campaign. Sen. Sander s ener gized an
amazingly large number of people during the primary
campaign. Why the enthusiasm? How did his campaign
manage to mobilize so many? (Remember that he garnered
73% of the Democratic caucus votes in our state!) Theories
that resonate with me: a) He made a point of telling it like it is,
b) He reached out to ordinary people with rallies, c) He
expressed the pain felt by middle class and low income
families, and the uncertainties that young adults feel as they
move into adult life, d) He clearly presented progressive
policies to fix the multiple problems he mentioned, and e) He
put his money where his mouth is in accepting only small
donations from individuals and refusing to cozy up to Wall
Street.
2. Hillary Clinton’s campaign. Although sever al pr ogr essive
policies were inserted into the Democratic Party platform at
Sen. Sanders’ insistence, Mrs. Clinton conducted her campaign
in a standard fashion. She focused mainly on getting big
contributions through private events with wealthy donors; she
failed to campaign in Rust Belt states like Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania; and she failed to connect with
middle class voters hurting in our current economy. She was
unable to credibly separate herself from Wall Street and its
abuses, or from the partisan stalemate in Washington DC.
3. Donald Trump’s campaign. Talk about br eaking all the
previously agreed rules and customs! Mr. Trump energized a
lot of people who are angry and upset over being left out of our
recovering economy, and feel ignored by the powerful in our
government. He promised, mostly by outlandish words and
deeds, to upset the applecart in Washington DC. In many
ways, his message was about destroying the accepted order of
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From the President’s Desk
by Martha Koester, President.

New opportunities for state single payer

It is clear after November's elections that nothing positive is going to
happen at the national level. In fact, existing health care programs-Contact us at:
Medicare, Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act (ACA)--are now
(707) 742-3292
under severe attack. Speaker of the House Paul Ryan wants to
eliminate traditional Medicare and replace it with a voucher system,
info@healthcareforallwa.org
wherein seniors are invited to take their coupons and shop for private
www.healthcareforallwa.org
insurance which will adequately cover then. He wants to convert
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But we can't stop at playing defense--we need to go on the offensive as
well. That means redoubling our efforts to enact the Washington
Health Security Trust (WHST). The new house bill, replacing HB
1025, is HB 1026. Please ask your representatives to sign on as
cosponsors if they haven't already. Personal meetings are the most
effective form of contact, and with enough advance planning we can
put you in contact with other single payer supporters in your district.
Current information on cosponsors can be found on our website at
www.healthcareforallwa.org. Senator David Frockt (D-46) is our new
senate prime sponsor, but he would like minor rewording before
dropping the senate bill.
We have come closer to our goal of raising $20,000 to hire a Program
Assistant for 500 hours to help us build a stronger statewide network of
single payer supporters. Please donate more than your usual level of
support if you can afford it so that we can go beyond the 500 hour
minimum.

Contact:
office@healthcareforallwa.org

Right now, given that the repeal of the ACA is frequently in the news,
we have an excellent opportunity to spread the word about single payer
_________________________________ health care. According to former state legislator Marcie Maxwell,
legislators can expect to get from 0 to 20 contacts on education per
week. In one week in 2015, there were 3000 contacts on oil trains! But
legislators rarely hear about health care, and that has to change. If you
write to or email your legislators, you can easily send the same letter to
local newspapers. Please do it! I have found it helpful to have a stock
letter about single payer on file in my computer, which I modify
depending on the nature of the article I am responding to.

November's election results have shocked millions of people, but
more importantly, have inspired hundreds of thousands of them to
resolve to become more involved in issue organizing and working
to elect more progressive legislators at all levels. We must find a
way to put some of that energy to work to enact state single payer.
Please join us!

###
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Outreach Committee Report

2016 New and Renewing Members

by Marcia Steadman, Outreach Chair.

Fourth Quarter 2016.

Our Time is Now!

New

Single-payer health care continues to be a hot topic
in the news and we are seeing increased interest
from new supporters who want to join our efforts to
achieve single-payer health care in Washington
state. Our Facebook page receives new “likes” on
a daily basis and our “followers” on Twitter
continue to increase. We routinely receive
inquiries from new potential supporters asking
about meetings in their areas and what they can do
to achieve health care justice in our state.
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As the year unfolds, we will be reaching out to all
of you with opportunities to put your activism to
work: meeting with fellow supporters in your
area, crafting your own personal stories, meeting
with your legislators as a group whether in-district
or in Olympia, engaging in letter-writing
campaigns, and helping us spread the word about
our state’s single-payer plan, the Washington
Health Security Trust.
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Whatever your skills or interests, there is
something for you to do. Please visit the
“Volunteer with Us” page on our website at http://
www.healthcareforallwa.org/volunteer-with-healthcare-for-all-washington/ and let us know what
you’d like to do. Is there an idea not listed there?
Let us know that too. We are here to help you
become an effective participant in the movement
for single-payer health care in Washington State.
Throughout 2017, HCFA-WA will continue to partner
with a host of other organizations that make up the
Health Care is a Human Right Campaign. Among
these organizations are the Washington State Labor
Council, the Washington Community Action
Network, PSARA, PNHPWW, Faith Action Network, Washington. Stay tuned;
the League of Women Voters, labor organizations and we’ll let you know immediately via an e-mailed
nurses’ organizations.
Action Alert.
Already in January there are opportunities for
We have the media coverage, we have the public
activism at rallies throughout the state as the 2017- engaged, and we can get the politicians’
18 legislative session begins. We are hopeful that
the Health Care Committees of both the Senate and attention. Together, we can do this!
the House of Representatives will hold a hearing on
###
the Washington Health Security Trust bill this
session. If that happens, we will need to mobilize
all of our supporters to gather at the state capitol in
Olympia and demonstrate to the legislature the vast
popular support for single-payer health care here in , to call Obamacare a single-payer system is to deny
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Karen Keiser (D-33), John McCoy (D-38),
Sharon Nelson (D-34), Jaime Pedersen (D-43),
by Ronnie Shure, Chair. Kevin Ranker (D-40), and Christine Rolfes (D23). Of course, we should reach out to every one
2017 Legislative Session Opened on January 9th of our Senators, so be prepared for action in the
House Bill 1026 was introduced by Representative Senate.
Sherry Appleton to create the Washington Health For more information, see out website
www.healthcareforallwa.org
Security Trust on the opening day. Please check
out the “Resources” section of our website to see
our “Section-by-section summary of WHST.”
There are 19 co-sponsors for the 2017-18 version
of our House Bill. While there were 6 previous cosponsors who did not renew, your personal
2016 HCFA Annual Meeting.
contacts have convinced 6 NEW members of the
house to sign as co-sponsors. High quality,
sustainable, affordable, publicly-funded health
care for ALL Washington residents has continued
to have power in our state. We have done a great
job in a time when healthcare reform is being
threatened by the US Congress. This is a powerful
sign that the grassroots of our nation do NOT
support repeal of recent advances in healthcare
reform!

Legislative Action Committee

Now is the time to thank the co-sponsors in the
House. Call or email your Representative who
renewed as a co-sponsor --- Sherry Appleton (D23), Jessyn Farrell (D-46), Jake Fey (D-27), Joe
Fitzgibbon (D-34), Roger Goodman (D-45),
Laurie Jinkins (D-27), Kristine Lytton (D-40),
Timm Ormsby (D-3), Gerry Pollet (D-46), Marcus
Ricelli (D-3), June Robinson (D-38), Derek
Stanford (D-1), and Steve Tharinger (D-24). Send
an especially strong message to new
Representatives who joined in support of WHST -- Mike Chapman (D-24), Beth Doglio (D-22),
Laurie Dolan (D-22), Noel Frame (D-36), Mike
Sells (D-38), and Sharon Wylie (D-49).

Senator David Frockt will be the prime
sponsor of WHST in the Senate. Along with
several key members of our Board, the bill is
being updated. We will alert you when the bill
will be introduced so that you can contact
your Senator to update them on the changes
and the new bill number. It will be happening
very soon, so please start planning with your
contacts. The primary focus will be to contact
Senators who were previous co-sponsors --Annette Cleveland (D-49), Steve Conway (D29), Maralyn Chase (D-32), Jeannie Darneille (D27), Bob Hasegawa (D-11), Sam Hunt (D-22),
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Candidate Lynette Vehrs from Spokane’s 6th
legislative district addresses the annual meeting

President Chuck Richards and Vice-President
Sherry Weinberg with founding members of
HCFA Paul and Mary Margaret Pruitt

News from all over

Doc-in-the-box outfit ZoomCare has established several new clinics in the Seattle area. They refuse to
see patients with Medicare or Medicaid coverage! HCFA-WA has joined with other organizations
to protest this policy.

Recent quote from President Obama

Wilkes Barre, PA unions endorse HR 676
At their December, 2016 meeting, the Greater
Wilkes Barre Labor Council and two United Steel
Workers unions endorsed HR 676. These unions
represent at least 11,600 workers. According to
William Herbert, the treasurer of one of the USW
unions: “We’ve been getting ripped off by
insurance companies.” He talked about a heart
attack patient forced to come up with $1,700 up
front before being treated. “If this bill passed, we
would no longer need to negotiate for health care
in our contracts. If an employee gets laid off his
insurance would continue at the same level.” Mr.
Herbert was also successful in getting his U.S.
Representative, Matt Cartwright, to sign on to HR
676.

On 1/6/17, in an interview with Sarah Kliff and
Ezra Klein on Vox Media that was mainly focused
on Republican plans to repeal the ACA, President
Obama made the following statement about his
role in the future:

“I will be part of the work of our fellow
citizens in trying to make sure the wealthiest
country on Earth is able to do the same thing
every other advanced country is able to do. It’s
not as if this has never been done before.”
He goes on to point out that Canada, France,
England, and New Zealand all provide health
coverage to everyone. Regarding New Zealand, he
recalls a conversation with John Key, former Prime
Minister and a Conservative, in which Mr. Key
pointed out that if he had tried to repeal New
Zealand’s health coverage system he would
immediately have been run out of office. As Mr.
Obama tells it: “…it was just assumed in a country
this wealthy that this was one of the basic rights –
not privileges – of citizenship in a well-to-do
country like ours.”

Editorial in the Journal of the American
Medical Association (JAMA)

In an editorial “Health Care in the United States: A
Right or a Privilege?” published on 1/3/17 by
Howard Bauchner, MD, Editor in Chief of JAMA,
there are several amazing statements. First:
“…the fundamental underlying question
remains
unanswered… Is health care a right or a
Maybe we’ll have a new advocate for Medicare for
privilege…?
Until that question is debated and
All in a couple of weeks!
answered, it may not be possible to reach
consensus on the ultimate goal of further health
care reform.”
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Continued on p 6

2016 election

Continued from p .1

things, and then, waving a magic wand, bringing
about Utopia. Like a great fireworks show, it was
hard not to run out to see what stunt he would pull
off next. But, what probably won him the electoral
college vote was his connecting to the white
middle class folks who are hurting economically
and feel that their conservative social values are
being disrespected.

Lessons for single-payer advocates
1. Tell it like it is. Doing this will mean
demonstrations in which we call for advancing
beyond the ACA to true universal coverage,
best expressed as “Medicare for All”. As the
Republicans toy with dismantling the ACA, we
need to explain the negative consequences as
well as advocate for our solution. We need to
publicize stories about people who are hurting
now or will be hurt even more if the ACA is
undermined.
2. Inclusion. We need to link ar ms with
advocates of other progressive causes. We go
to their rallies, and they come to ours. Thanks
to the focus in Congress on taking down the
ACA, we are in a great position to invite and
include people whose main advocacy efforts
have been in other areas of social need.
3. Outreach. We need to appr oach gr oups that
haven’t been interested in progressive issues in
the past. We can take advantage of the fact that
many of these people will be hurting even
more as the ACA is dismantled without a
viable replacement. The door may be open, or
at least cracked, for us to listen to their pain
and present our better alternative.
4. Organizing locally. Let’s not forget the 73%
support among our state’s Democrats for Sen.
Sanders’ campaign. We need to find and work
with these voters who will already be
supporters of Medicare for All. Many are
young people (“Millennials”) with lots of
energy!
As Sen. Sanders closed his book “Our
Revolution”: “The future is in [our] hands. Let’s
get to work.”

###

News from All Over

Continued from p. 5

After discussing all the
uncertainties that lie ahead with a new Republican
administration, Dr. Bauchner’s final paragraph
starts with this:
“I hope that all physicians, including those
who are members of Congress, other health care
professionals, and other professional societies
would speak with a single voice and say that health
care is a basic right for every person, and not a
privilege to be available and affordable only for a
majority.”
Even the AMA seems to be evolving in our
direction!

Announcements

Physicians for a National Health Program
Western Washington (PNHPWW) Monthly
Meeting
The PNHPWW January Monthly Meeting will be
on Wednesday, January 25, at Swedish Medical
Center, Cherry Hill Campus’ South East
Conference Center Room A from 7:30 to 9:00 pm.
Dr. Jim Squire will report on the meeting hosted by
Healthcare-NOW! with Labor Campaign for
Single Payer Healthcare and One Payer States in
New York City on January 13-15. Single-payer
activists from all across the U.S. are expected to be
at that meeting to discuss plans for action as the
Republicans exercise their new control over the
federal government and work to dismantle the
ACA.
Jim should have an interesting report leading to a
good discussion. Several members of the HCFAWA Board will also be at the New York meeting,
and will be able to provide their perspectives and
add to the discussion.

Health Care Is a Human Right – Washington
Campaign
The next meeting of this coalition will be on
Wednesday, February 8 at 4:00-6:00 pm at the
Washington State Labor Council office at 16th Ave.
S. and S. Jackson St. Both HCFA-WA and
PNHPWW are member organizations of this
coalition. The prospect of rolling back the gains of
the ACA, along with cutting Medicare, Medicaid,
and Social Security, has given new life and
purpose to this group. The meeting on Jan. 4 was
attended by about 70 people from at least 20
different organizations.
Do you belong to a progressive group that might
want to join this campaign? If so, encourage your
group to contact www.healthcareisarightwa.org.
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How to Repeal the ACA and Avoid a Filibuster
by Sarah K. Weinberg, MD, Editor

Republicans can expect President Trump to
sign their legislation. For example, what to do
about Republican states that expanded
Medicaid and aren’t going to like having their
federal funding slashed? Also, not having an
agreed-upon replacement for the ACA creates
problems in every state.

The Republicans in Congress have vowed to repeal
the ACA, but they must avoid legislation that can
be subject to the 60-vote supermajority in the
Senate due to the filibuster rules. In an interview
with Sarah Kliff on Vox Media 1/4/17, Sarah
Binder explained the process. She is a professor of
political science, and an expert on Congressional
procedure at George Washington University.

First Step: Budget Resolution

Following the procedure laid out in the
Congressional Budget Act of 1974, both houses of
Congress work out a blueprint for a budget. The
blueprint sets target levels of spending in different
areas, and guidance for future appropriations bills.
The budget resolution can include instructions to
specific committees, basically asking them to find
savings in their areas of jurisdiction. In the case of
health care, these instructions would go to the
Health, Education, Labor, and Pension Committee
(HELP Committee).
The HELP Committee would then be expected to
come up with specific language to be included in a
revised budget, known as the reconciliation budget.

Prof. Binder’s guesstimate: The budget
resolution will probably be agreed upon and
passed by the time President Trump takes
office, but the changes needed to write a
budget reconciliation bill will take much
longer, and could never actually be agreed
upon. Public attention may move on, believing
that the job was done with passage of the
“Obamacare Repeal Resolution”. Her bottom
line: the Republicans will try, by hook or by
crook, to get a budget reconciliation bill
written and get the 51 votes they need to pass
it.

Second Step: Reconciliation Budget

The reconciliation budget could then be adopted by
a simple majority of 51 votes. Note that this
process does not repeal any law, the ACA
included. It could effectively remove its taxes and
spending provisions, however, thus rendering the
law ineffective.

America’s Health Care System, by noted
underground cartoonist Roberta Gregory.
Used with permission.

What’s Actually Happening

The Senate Republicans wasted no time
introducing a budget resolution, deceptively called
“Obamacare Repeal Resolution”. This resolution
asks committees to come up with the savings that
would result from repealing Obamacare. (As of
1/14/17, this resolution has passed both House &
Senate.) Once the committees involved (maybe
more than just the HELP Committee) report the
expected savings (or, maybe, costs), then a
reconciliation bill can be created. This process will
likely take several months, more than the “first 100
days” promised during the 2016 campaign.

There are some complications, now that
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Book Review: “Our Revolution” by Sen. Bernie Sanders
by Sarah K. Weinberg, MD, Editor
Written hastily over the summer and fall of 2016, that it didn’t solve the problems. “In America, you
Sen. Bernie Sanders’ book was released right
can be “covered,” but that doesn’t necessarily
around the time of the November election. It’s a
mean that you are getting the health care you
must-read book for Progressives, who are now
need.” He then outlines the single-payer plan “I
trying to figure out what to do. The book is in two introduced during my presidential campaign.”
parts.
Entitled “MEDICARE FOR ALL: LEAVING
NO ONE BEHIND”, this detailed plan ends the
Part One: Autobiographical
chapter, and is on pp.334-338.
The first part briefly tells of Bernie’s childhood,
education, and move to Vermont. Then the rest
Earlier in the chapter, Bernie notes not only the
(most) of this part tells Bernie’s political history
deficiencies in the current status of primary care
from running (and losing) as a Socialist in
providers, prescription drug prices, dental
statewide elections in Vermont to his amazing
coverage, mental health and addiction care, but
presidential primary campaign in 2015-16.
also the lack of a healthy society: persistent
poverty, homelessness, unemployment, lack of
Part Two: Progressive Policy Manifesto
social services…. “The bottom line is that
This part, a little more than half of the book, lays
everything is connected to everything. Our
out in detail the progressive policies Sen. Sanders
political task is nothing less than the
proposes for turning our country around. Actually,
transformation of our nation.”
a good summary is in the speech he gave in
Burlington on May 26, 2015 when he announced
Conclusion
his campaign for the Democratic Party’s
Addressing the Democratic National Convention
nomination for President. (It’s on pp. 117-128.
on July 26, 2016, Bernie said: “…election days
Bernie is never short on words!)
come and go, and our campaign is over. But the
political revolution, our revolution, must continue.
As Sen. Sanders tries to organize his progressive
The fight for economic, social, racial, and
policy proposals, it becomes more and more
obvious how intertwined America’s problems are, environmental justice can never stop. The fight to
defeat the greed of the billionaire class must
and how easy it is to get bogged down in the
continue.” He ends the book with this: “We will
specifics.
not be able to accomplish those goals if we look at
democracy as a spectator sport, assuming others
Health Care for All
will do it for us. They won’t. The future is in your
Since this review is for an audience of supporters
of universal health coverage, I’ll be more specific hands. Let’s get to work.”
about Sen. Sanders’ proposals in this policy area.
In the 5/26/15 speech, he states: “The United
States must join the rest of the industrialized world
and guarantee health care to all as a right by
moving toward a Medicare for All single-payer
system.” (This statement fits Bernie’s often
repeated introduction: “Let’s be clear….”) He
begins the chapter on Health Care for All similarly.
He loyally praises the Affordable Care Act, but
immediately points out
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Join Now for 2017!
Health Care for All – Washington
Yes, I’ll join to work for high quality, sustainable, affordable, publicly-funded
health care for ALL Washington residents

Circle how you can help: Speaking/ Fundr aising/ Phoning/ Demonstr ations/ Wr iting/
Action Teams/ Meet with legislators/ Online & Social Media/Other_____________________
$______Contributions to HCFA Education Fund, a 501(c)3, are tax deductible.
$______Contributions to Health Care For All-WA, a 501(c)4, go for vital or ganizational gr owth, but
are not tax deductible.
$______ total
Suggested contribution $35_____ $ 50 ______ $100_____ Other $_______

___Check ___Visa___ MasterCard #____________________________Exp. Date_______
Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________
Phone ___________ Email__________________________________________________
Legislative District ______

Monthly email bulletins __Yes __ No

Thank you for your support.
Health Care For All-WA
PO Box 30506 Seattle, WA 98113-0506 (707)742-3292
Info@healthcareforallwa.org ; www.healthcareforallwa.org

Physicians for a National Health Program Planning a
National Action
To Coincide with Congressional Vote to Repeal the ACA
Whenever a final Congressional vote occurs, PNHP plans to use
the opportunity to put on a public display in support of health
justice, and of opposition and resistance by the health care
community to dismantling the ACA. Collaborating with PNHP
are: National Nurses United, White Coats for Black Lives,
National Physician Alliance, American Medical Women’s
Association, American Medical Students Association, and many
local activist groups. These events, Defend Health, will be
staged in front of health care clinics and institutions across the
nation.
The events would highlight the spectrum of demands by the
health care community:
Move forward from the ACA to universal coverage, not
backwards through repeal.
Eradicate, rather than reinforce, the institutionalized racial
discrimination that still mars our health care system.
Resist attacks on ethnic minorities, non-Christians and
immigrants, and push to make health care institutions
sanctuaries, assuring that information we collect to care
for our patients is not used to harm them.
Defend and extend women’s right to choose.
9

Defend and extend women’s right to
choose.
Defy the push to backtrack on
LGBTQ rights.
Intensify, rather than abandon, efforts
to reduce threats to the environment, especially climate change.
Watch for email announcements about
events in your area as plans develop and as
the timetable for Congressional action
becomes known. A good resource: https://
www.facebook.com/groups/DefendHealth/
(One must have a Facebook account to get
to this site.)
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More from the Health Care for All—WA annual meeting

Past President Chuck Richards with
founding member of HCFA-WA Dr. Bob
Fithian

Informal pre-meeting discussion groups
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